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Letter to Editor

DNA topology and genome organization in higher eukaryotes:

A model

The complexity of higher organisms, which arises in the
course of embryonic development from the much simpler
fertilized egg, does not emerge by spontaneous generation
nor by miracle. Such complexity must somehow be
preexistent in the egg. Since the structure of organisms is
genetically transmitted, it is DNA itself, the support of
genetic information, that encodes this complexity. Here we
propose a model of organization of the genome in DNA
loops maintained by DNA crossings. In this model DNA
sequences that do not encode proteins, which represent
more than 98% of the human genome, are involved in the
definition of DNA crossing points and can no longer be
considered as junk, but instead play a fundamental part in
the encoding of genetic information by modulating the
transcriptional state of genome domains.

The structural and physiological complexity of organ-
isms has long been known to be related to the amount of
DNA per cell, the ‘‘c-value’’. Not that this amount is
proportional to the intuitive, visible complexity, since the
c-value can vary greatly between organisms that are very
similar. However, considering that the structural complex-
ity of organisms is compressed in their genomes in the same
way as computer files can be compressed using appropriate
algorithms, there is a lower limit to the size of the message,
and therefore of the genome, coding for a given complex-
ity.1 As a consequence, the minimal amount of DNA
required to encode organisms of a class increases with the
complexity of organisms in that class. For example, no
mammal can be found with as little DNA per cell as the
fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster (Gregory, 2005). The
c-value of mammals does not vary by a large extent from
one species to another, and does not differ by much more
than a factor of 2 from the �3.2� 109 base pairs (bp) of the
human genome. Therefore, at least about a gigabase of
information seems required to encode genetically a mammal,
using the mechanisms of embryonic development at work in
mammals.

The problem is to understand how this complexity is
encoded in DNA. Before the advent of sequencing
programs it was usually considered that all genomes were

organized in the same way, on the model of the bacterial
genomes, and comprised essentially genes plus their
regulatory sequences interacting with specific proteins.
A ‘‘central dogma’’ (actually incorrectly interpreted,
Crick, 1970) stated: ‘‘DNA makes RNA, RNA makes
proteins’’. Repetitive DNA sequences, which in such a
model could not contain any significant genetic informa-
tion, were regarded as junk DNA with no real function.
Similarly introns, as non-coding sequences present within
genes, were often considered as useless sequences resulting
from an incomplete optimization of the genomes. For
many years it was assumed that the complexity of
organisms would be reflected in the number of genes. The
most striking result of the sequencing of complete genomes
was thus to discover that the number of genes does not
increase like the complexity of organisms. With
20 000–25 000 genes (International Human Genome
Sequencing Consortium, 2004), the human genome
does not contain many more genes than the fruitfly
D. melanogaster (�13 500 genes) or the worm Caenorhab-

ditis elegans (�20 000 genes).
The number of genes thus appears too small to take into

account all the complexity of higher organisms, and the
variant forms of proteins produced by alternative splicing
of RNA rarely result in a multiplicity of function.
Similarly, this complexity does not appear to rest on
regulatory proteins, as few proteins able to interact very
specifically with DNA sequences have been isolated in
higher organisms. For example the homeodomain proteins,
which play a fundamental role in development and were
initially believed to act by binding specific sites on DNA,
actually possess only a weak preference for short and
degenerated sites (‘‘the homeodomain is a highly conserved
structure recognizing a six nucleotide consensus DNA
sequence, NNATTA’’, Biggin and McGinnis, 1997). Such
results were not completely unexpected, as it was pointed
out many years ago (Lin and Riggs, 1975; von Hippel and
Berg, 1986) that statistical mechanics makes it extremely
difficult for a regulatory protein to find its specific binding
site in, for example, the 3� 109 bp of the human genome,
whereas this is possible with a 1000-fold smaller genome
such as the Escherichia coli genome. This is probably one of
the reasons why few DNA-binding proteins from higher
eukaryotes have been found with an affinity for DNA and
a specificity for their binding site comparable to the affinity
and specificity of prokaryotic proteins such as lac repressor
or restriction enzymes.
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1The mathematical theory of Kolmogorov complexity describes

the relationship between the size of a message and the infor-

mational complexity that it carries (see e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Kolmogorov_complexity; also Li and Vitanyi, 1997).



While the gene number and the diversity of DNA
regulatory proteins do not increase greatly with the
complexity of organisms, in contrast the amount of DNA
sequences that do not encode proteins increases dramati-
cally, representing more than 98% of the human genome.
Therefore, it seems more and more certain that these 98%
participate in the coding of the structure of the human
body and contain genetic information encoded in a way
that we are still unable to decipher. The model of genetic
regulation based on genes and DNA regulatory proteins
being insufficient for higher eukaryotes, new hypotheses
are required. In this respect the field of non-protein-coding
RNA has been developing very actively during the last few
years. Indeed, whereas less than 2% of the genome encode
proteins, a much larger proportion is transcribed into
RNA, and the hypothesis exposed in particular by Mattick
(2001, 2004) that untranslated RNA plays a major and
critical role in regulatory mechanisms is being confirmed
day after day by new discoveries.

The functions of non-protein-coding DNA sequences are
not always mediated by RNA transcripts, however. Here
we would like to suggest a new hypothesis concerning the
organization of the genome of higher organisms, in which
DNA plays a direct role in the regulation of the genetic
information that it encodes.

In the course of our search for strong specificities among
DNA–protein interactions in mammals, we came across an
unexpected, novel DNA structure, DNA hemicatenane
(Gaillard and Strauss, 2000a), i.e. the crossing of two DNA
duplexes in which one of the strands of one duplex passes
between the two strands of the other duplex, and
reciprocally (Fig. 1(a) and (c)). Little is yet known about
DNA hemicatenanes, and they have only been found and
studied in vitro so far. However their extremely high
affinity for nuclear protein HMGB1, one of the most
abundant non-histone proteins in the nucleus of mamma-
lian cells, is particularly striking (the affinity of HMGB1
for hemicatenanes is more than six orders of magnitudes
higher than for linear DNA, Gaillard and Strauss, 2000b;
Jaouen et al., 2005). This observation, which at first seemed
difficult to fit into classical models, led us to consider the
hypothesis that the genome might be organized in loops
maintained at their bases by DNA crossings (Fig. 1). The
first characteristic of this model is that non-protein-coding
sequences are not considered as functionless, but instead
play a fundamental role in the definition of crossing points.
In addition this organization presents many original
functional suggestions a few of which are discussed below.

A level of chromosomal compaction results automati-
cally from such an organization. There is little doubt that
chromosomes are organized in loops in the nucleus, since
long DNA molecules must be packed in a very small
volume. This notion is supported by a large body of
experimental evidence showing both that distant DNA
sequences along the genome can be brought into close
proximity in chromosomes, and that a number of specific
proteins participate in this organization, forming structural

element often considered as the nuclear matrix or the
chromosome scaffold (Pederson, 2000; Gilbert et al., 2005),
which can also have regulatory functions as in the case of
the Active Chromatin Hub that plays a crucial role in the
regulation of genome activity (de Laat and Grosveld, 2003;
West and Fraser, 2005). The exact nature of chromosomal
loops is not yet fully understood, however. In particular,
the structure present at the bases of the loops still remains
to be characterized, as it seems difficult to understand how
interactions between DNA-binding proteins bound to
specific binding sites along DNA could determine a linear
ordering of loops along the chromosomes. The present
model suggests that proteins and their DNA-binding sites
may not be the only determinant of the loops, and that the
topological and spatial organization of DNA itself might
also participate in this organization.
This model raises an important question concerning

RNA synthesis: what would happen when an RNA
polymerase molecule reaches a DNA crossing point in
the course of transcription? Would it be blocked? Would it
pass the obstacle and continue transcription on the same
DNA strand? Would it be able to leave the strand
previously transcribed and continue RNA synthesis after
switching DNA template, similarly to a train at a track
switch on a railroad? (Fig. 2).
Under such a hypothesis introns are not useless DNA

sequences, on the contrary they can be extremely useful
elements since they allow the positioning of DNA crossings
within genes. The transcriptional activity of a given domain
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Fig. 1. A model of organization of the genome in higher organisms. DNA

is organized in loops maintained by DNA crossings. Among the different

DNA structures that can be considered at the bases of the loops the

simplest are hemicatenanes (a) and (c). A pseudo-knot is also represented

in (b), and a more complex knot in (d).
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of the genome can thus be modulated by the particular
arrangement of crossings along this domain as a function
of the differentiation state of the cells. In addition, the
problems posed by very large introns, namely how they can
be correctly spliced and how genes of several megabases
like Ultrabithorax can be transcribed during the short cell
cycle in the early Drosophila embryo (Shermoen and
O’Farrell, 1991), no longer exist if large introns are
actually only transcribed over a short portion of their
length. In contrast, full-length transcription of a gene
containing large introns is very likely to result in premature
termination of transcription, or to incorrectly spliced
transcripts yielding to degradation by the mechanisms of
nonsense-mediated RNA decay (Maquat, 2005).

The regulatory efficiency of the model rests on its
flexibility. While the existence of a molecular mechanism to
replicate and transmit the global genome organization
from generation to generation is implicitly postulated, the
precise location and the fine structure of crossing points
should not be envisioned as absolutely fixed and identical
in all cells, but instead as being controlled and modulated
during development and differentiation. The DNA nucleo-
tide sequence is likely to play a fundamental role in this
organization, either through interactions of regulatory
factors with crossings containing specific DNA sequences,
or by direct DNA interactions between the unpaired
sequences that are present locally inside the crossings, or
by a combination of both possibilities. The complexity of
higher organisms would thus be reflected by a requirement
for larger variations in genome organization, requiring in
turn a larger amount of non-protein-coding DNA
sequences as observed. It should be noted that this model
is in line with recent work showing that the greater length
of introns in tissue-specific genes is related to functional

complexity, and suggesting that non-protein-coding DNA
is important for orderly chromatin condensation and
chromatin-mediated suppression of tissue-specific genes
(Vinogradov, 2005, 2006).
Theoretical models of genomic organization with a role

for non-protein-coding sequences in the encoding of
genetic information have been proposed previously (Scher-
rer, 1989; Olovnikov, 1996; Zuckerkandl, 2002). An
advantage of the present model is that it allows one to
make many simple hypotheses that should be amenable to
experimental testing. For example hemicatenanes can be
prepared in vitro and introduced into cells to study their
stability in the presence of repair enzymes, their fate during
replication, and their effect on RNA polymerase transcrip-
tion. In addition, a critical question to study is that of the
existence of hemicatenanes in the cell. Two-dimensional
agarose electrophoresis experiments performed in several
laboratories have shown that DNA junctions can be found
in vivo (see e.g. references in Jaouen et al., 2005). Given the
present suggestion of a role for DNA crossings in genome
function, these junctions should now be isolated and the
topology of the DNA that they contain must be analysed in
detail.
Jacques Monod used to say that ‘‘anything found to be

true of E. coli must also be true of elephants’’, which was
often misinterpreted as ‘‘there is no fundamental difference
between E. coli and elephants’’. To the naked eye however
the difference seems almost infinite, it must be reflected at
the level of genome organization.
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Fig. 2. RNA polymerase molecule reaching a DNA crossing in the course

of transcription. Arrows indicate the different possibilities that can be

considered. The enzyme could pass the crossing point, stop in front of it,

or switch template and continue to the right or to the left according to the

strand followed, in the respect of the polarity of RNA synthesis.
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